Zuto Finance
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A buyer finds your vehicle on Auto Trader and is interested in finance.
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In your advert on Auto Trader, they apply to Zuto for finance on your
vehicle.
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Zuto reviews the application and, if approved, invite the buyer to sign up
to a MyZuto account.
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Your vehicle is added to the buyers MyZuto.
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Zuto will contact you on behalf of the buyer, unless the buyer chooses to
contact you directly to arrange a test drive.
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If the buyer wishes to proceed, Zuto will require a copy of the invoice which
shows the following:

How to handle the sale

Buyers can search by their ideal monthly payment,
and if they choose to purchase your vehicle using Zuto
finance, then Zuto will pay the agreed sale price
direct into your bank account. This guide explains how
to handle the sale.

Provided by

Deposit paid

Part-exchange

Amount financed

Total price of the vehicle
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After receiving the invoice and the buyers signed paperwork, Zuto will
transfer the full agreed sale amount direct to your bank account, and
provide confirmation when this has been completed.
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Once you are satisfied that the funds have been paid into your account,
you should then release the vehicle to your customer.

FAQ’s
Why is this important for my business?
For 71% of buyers, the monthly payment is the biggest influencer to their
purchase decision.1 To make sure you’re not missing out on buyers who want to
pay on finance, we’ve partnered with Zuto so buyers can come to you with a
pre-approved loan. Auto Trader is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority to advertise Zuto finance, and buyers can start
their application online via your adverts.

Who is Zuto?
Zuto is a credit broker that compares over 100 vehicle finance products from 17
lenders, enabling them to provide the right product for customers to suit their
requirements and credit history. Zuto has an extensive lending panel with
competitive rates and terms. They are open 7 days a week, 9am-8pm
Monday to Friday, 9-6 Saturday and 10-6 Sunday and Zuto’s team of over
100 friendly and dedicated advisors work seamlessly with stakeholders to
ensure a simple, efficient and positive customer experience.

What are the benefits of finance from Zuto?
• 17 lenders and over 100 different vehicle finance products
• Professional service from a dedicated team who always put the customer first
• All credit circumstances considered, prime to non-prime
• Soft search pre-approval system, customers pre-approved in as little as a minute
• Pre-approved customers ready to purchase your vehicles
• Zuto take care of everything, including all paperwork and dealing directly with
your customers to sell your stock
• HP, PCP and personal loan facilities available
Source: 1: Auto Trader Market Report, September 2018. Auto Trader is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in elation to consumer
credit and insurance mediation activities. Our FCA firm number is 735711.

